Overpaid, Over-sexed and Over Here

What's the meaning of the phrase 'Oversexed, overpaid and over here'?. Comic line, making fun of the US Army in
Europe in WWII. There was a good humoured .Below: GIs, poetry and the Blitz RELATIONS: The American
Occupation of Britain by David Reynolds, HarperCollins £ THE one thing everyone knows about GIs during World War
II is that they were "overpaid, oversexed and over here". Reynolds sets the GI occupation in.'Oversexed, Overfed, Over
Here' the main ones conveyed by that old crack: the Yanks were "oversexed, overpaid, overfed and over
here.".'Overpaid, Oversexed, and over Here': The American GI in World War II Britain [ Juliet Gardiner] on
aceacademysports.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.14 Oct - 1 min - Uploaded by TIMEREELTV Oversexed
Overpaid and Over Here: The American Airmen In Britain DVD (Timereel.All that's left are ghostly traces: Nissen huts
incorporated into farm buildings, runways pushing up through East Anglian soil. Outside the Suffolk.The hero character
performed by James is told to be "oversexed, overpaid, and over here". If for oversexed and overpaid I have no problem
of.The Yanks came with chocolate and left with British brides The joke in Britain 40 years ago was that only the
thousands of stubby little barrage.A popular British saying during that time about American GIs was "The trouble with
the Yanks is they're overpaid, oversexed and over here." Sometimes the."Overpaid, oversexed, and over here," muttered
some of the natives. But the GIs had come primarily to fight Hitler. The mighty 8th Air Force flew countless.Singapore
had fallen to the Japanese. Thousands of Australian troops had become prisoners of war. Then Darwin was bombed. In
Melbourne.At one point in the film, he attacks Rocky, the other rooster (from America) and says: "Overpaid, oversexed
and over HERE!" Now I realise this is.We have all heard the phrase 'overpaid, over sexed and over here' used to refer to
GI's who arrived in England in preparation for D Day, and.Yanks down under - 'Over-sexed, over-paid and over here'.
Depicts Sergeant F. K. Nielsen, 9 Fighter Squadron USAAF on the left chatting with Private Sam.Marlborough Road,
Broome Manor Lane, Coate Water, Chiseldon. I used to go down to Coate Water to write a.The Brits said the Yanks
were "oversexed, overpaid, overfed, and over here." GIs claimed that the Limeys were "undersexed,
underpaid.Overpaid, Oversexed And Over Here. June 06, By Jim Edwards. ``Are you from Wales?`` ``Yes,`` I replied,
taken slightly aback. ``Did you ever hear of a.Amusingly, when we learned about that saying in high school, it was
euphemized to "overpaid, overfed and over here". No idea if it's true or not.Jim O'Connell arrived in Australia in to take
up a five year research fellowship at the Australian National University in Canberra. Although he returned to.GIs were
frequently described as "overpaid, oversexed and over here". The GIs retorted and said the British were "underpaid,
undersexed and.
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